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ABSTRACT
Transform coefficients take up a significant portion of the
transmitted bitstream generated by video codec. For every
non-zero coefficient, the sign information is sent separately
from the amplitude. According to the statistical patterns, the
signs of the transform coefficients are rarely predictable, thus
bypass mode is usually used in the following CABAC engine
to encode the sign information. In H.265/HEVC, a novel multiple sign bits hiding (MSBH) technique is adopted to hide
one sign for each selected CG. In this paper, we propose to
further perform one additional sign bit hiding (ASBH) for
the selected TBs while the MSBH can coexist. To verify the
effectiveness of our proposed ASBH, we implemented it on
the state-of-the-art HM9.0 test model of H.265/HEVC. Experimental results show that the proposed ASBH always outperforms the anchor for all tested sequences with very trivial
complexity added at the decoder side.
Index Terms— H.265/HEVC, Video coding, transform
coefficients coding, sign bit hiding, data hiding.
1. INTRODUCTION
H.265/HEVC is the state-of-the-art video coding standard
which is finalized in January 2013. It’s a joint work by the
ITU-T and ISO/IEC people in a collaborative team named
JCT-VC. H.265/HEVC follows the hybrid video coding structure as its predecessors. Thanks to the various tools that
H.265/HEVC has adopted, its compression performance significantly outperforms other existing advanced standards by
about 50% bit rate reduction while keeping equal perceptual
video quality[1].
A distinguished feature of H.265/HEVC is its support of
large blocks and block subpartition for coding, prediction, and
transform processes. Especially for transform, the transform
block (TB) can be of size 4x4, 8x8, 16x16 and 32x32. In order
to encode the coefficients of large TB, the concept of coefficient group (CG) is used[2]. A CG is an array of 16 quantized
coefficients counted in a certain scanning order (horizontal,
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Fig. 1. An example of the CG parition in a 16x16 TB.
vertical or diagonal). Therefore a TB of size NxN will have
N2
16 CGs. Fig. 1 shows an example of the CG parition in a
16x16 TB, each 4x4 square with the black boundary lines is a
CG. The CG filled by blue color means it includes at least one
non-zero coefficient. We call the blue CG significant CG in
this paper. The CG filled by white color means all coefficients
in that CG are zero. We call the white CG empty CG.
Data hiding is a very critical technique in the field of fingerprinting, error concealment, and copyright protection etc.
In recent years, researchers have tried to use the data hiding
technique in video coding. In [3], it proposes to hide the index of the motion vector predictor in the chroma and luma
transform coefficients through a RD optimization. In [4], the
most probable mode index for intra prediction is proposed to
be inferred from the parity of the sum of the quantized coefficients. In [5], it proposes to embed the selection of transform
modes into the parity of the sum of the quantized coefficients.
The common aspects among [3, 4, 5] are: (1) they all hide
a binary syntax into a binary function; (2) they all use the
quantized coefficients as the target source for data hiding. A
similar but slightly different idea is also proposed in [6] to
embed the binary syntax of motion vector predictor selection
into a parity function of the motion vector differences rather
than the quantized coefficients. During the development of
H.265/HEVC, a successful design of data hiding technique is
adopted as proposed in [7]. It embeds one sign bit into the
parity of the sum of the quantization coefficients at CG level
conditionally. Therefore, multiple sign bits might be hidden
when the large TB has multiple significant CGs.
In this paper, we propose to further hide one additional
sign bit of the transform coefficients at TB level conditionally. Different from the above mentioned works, our proposed

ASBH divides the TB coefficients into two arrays: an even array and an odd array. We design to embed an additional sign
bit into the parity of the sum of the TB even array, and let the
odd array play an role of coordination between the proposed
ASBH and the existing MSBH.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section
2, the adopted MSBH in H.265/HEVC is revisited first. Section 3 introduces the detail of our proposed ASBH technique
with an discussion on the encoder implementation. Finally,
experimental results are shown in Section 4, with a conclusion drawn in Section 5.
2. MSBH IN H.265/HEVC
In a TB larger than 4x4, the quantized transform coefficients
are encoded in a two-layer manner. In the first layer, a significant CG map comprised of a binary string is encoded to
indicate the significant CGs and the empty CGs. In the second layer, only the significant CGs will encode the individual
quantized coefficients. As an example shown in Fig.1, in the
second layer, the blue CGs will encode the significant coefficient map (zero/non-zero coefficients), the magnitude of the
non-zero coefficient, and the sign of the non-zero coefficient.
However all coefficients in the white CGs will be skipped in
the second layer and inferred to be zero directly. With respect
to the sign information, a ”0” bit is sent for a positive quantized coefficient, and a ”1” bit is sent for a negative quantized
coefficient. In the multiple sign bits hiding (MSBH) scheme,
the quantized coefficients in a significant CG are used as the
target source to hide the first sign bit in the corresponding CG.
When the TB is of large size and consists of multiple significant CGs, multiple first sign bits might be hidden.
In the decoder, the condition of inferring the first sign bit
depends on the positions of the first and last non-zero coefficients. If there are more than T1 (zero/non-zero) coefficients
between the first and the last non-zero coefficients, the MSBH
condition is satisfied. The first sign bit in this CG is inferred
to be positive when the parity of the sum of the CG quantized
coefficients is even, and negative otherwise. When the MSBH
condition disconfirms, the first sign bit is just decoded in the
bypass mode as other sign bits.
To match the decoder, the encoder needs to check the
number of coefficients between the first and the last non-zero
coefficients in a significant CG as well. If the MSBH condition is not satisfied, the first sign bit of the CG is just encoded
and sent. Otherwise, the first sign bit in this CG is saved from
encoding. When the saved sign bit and the parity does not
match, the encoder needs to adjust one quantized coefficients
in the corresponding CG by +1 or -1.
3. PROPOSED ASBH
In our proposed additional sign bit hiding (ASBH) technique,
we want to further exploit the potential of the quantized coef-

Fig. 2. An example of the TB even array and TB odd array.
ficients as the target source for data hiding. We tap the potential by embedding additional information into the quantized
coefficients at a different level from the CG level. To be specific, we divide all the quantized coefficients in a TB into two
arrays. One comprises the TB quantized coefficients at even
positions in the scanning order, i.e. TB even array, as the the
blue coefficients in Fig. 2. The other one comprises the TB
quantized coefficients at odd positions in the scanning order,
i.e. TB odd array, as the the yellow coefficients in Fig. 2.
While the TB even array is used as the target source, the TB
odd array is left as tuning flexibility to avoid conflicts between
the TB level data hiding and the CG level data hiding.
As for the additional syntax to be hidden, it favors the
following three properties. First, the possible values of this
syntax are equiprobable. Second, the syntax is uncorrelated
with the target source. Third, the syntax takes a considerable proportion of the transmitted bits. A syntax with the first
and the second properties is very bits-consuming in the later
CABAC entropy coding engine. And saving the bits of encoding a syntax with the third property will lead to noticeable
bit rate reduction. Considering all three properties, we select
one sign of the quantized coefficient as the additional syntax
to hide, similar to the existing sign bit hiding technique. To be
more specific, if MSBH is applied to the first significant CG,
the additional hiding sign is the sign of the second non-zero
coefficient in the TB. Otherwise, if MSBH is not applied to
the first significant CG, the additional hiding sign is the sign
of the first non-zero coefficient in the TB.
3.1. ASBH at the decoder
For each TB, the decoder first decodes the quantized coefficients CG by CG in a reverse path of the scanning order as
H.265/HEVC defines, i.e. from the last CG to the first CG as
described by the red line in Fig.1. When the first significant
CG comes to be decoded, the number of the significant CGs
in the TB has been available. If the number is equal or larger
than a threshold T2 , the additional sign bit hiding (ASBH)
condition is satisfied. The additional hiding sign is inferred
from the parity of the sum of the TB even array. Even parity
indicates a positive sign, and odd parity indicates a negative
sign. Otherwise, the first sign bit and the second sign bit are
just inferred or decoded as H.265/HEVC defines. The reason

for counting the number of significant CGs is to allow the encoder matching the decoder at a moderate RD loss, since a
number of coefficients can be the candidates for adjustment
when necessary. Obviously, our proposed ASBH causes very
little latency at the decoder side.
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3.2. ASBH at the encoder
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To match the decoder, the encoder needs to check the number of significant CGs in the TB. When the ASBH condition
is not met, no additional sign bit will be saved. When the
ASBH condition is satisfied, the additional sign bit is saved
and needs to match the parity of the sum of the to-be-encoded
TB even array. At the same time, since our proposed ASBH
can be applied to H.265/HEVC, the MSBH condition for each
significant CG should be checked as well. We need to consider ASBH and MSBH jointly.
After the rate distortion optimized quantization (RDOQ)
[8] process, the significant CGs can be classified into three
sets. The first set S1 contains all MSBH-active CGs, which
means MSBH condition is satisfied in the ith CG, denoted
as CGi with i ∈ S1 , but CGi needs adjustment for parity
match. The second set S2 contains MSBH-silent CGs, which
means the MSBH condition is satisfied in CGi with i ∈ S2 ,
no adjustment is required for CGi . The third set S3 includes
MSBH-invalid CGs, which means the MSBH condition is not
met in any CGs in S3 .
Let’s check how the MSBH-active CG affects the ASBH
first. Consider one original coefficient cr , which becomes ur
after RDOQ process. Adjusting ur by δr , the corresponding
RD cost change J(ur , ur + δr ) can be formulated as
J(ur , ur + δr ) = D(cr , Q−1 (ur + δr )) − D(cr , Q−1 (ur ))
+ λ[R(ur + δr ) − R(ur )].

(1)

Here Q−1 (x) means the de-quantization process. The function D(x, y) means the mean square difference between x and
y. R(xr ) means the bits used to encode the coefficient xr at
the position r. The adjustment quantity that we will consider
to apply on ur is δr∗
δr∗ = arg

min

δr ∈{1,−1}

J(ur , ur + δr ).

(2)

For any CGi , i ∈ S1 , we check the positions in a subset
Pi , which contains all the feasible positions in CGi that an
adjustment won’t change the sign of the first non-zero coefficient after updating. Then we can find the position of the
coefficient that gives the minimal adjustment cost. i.e.
ri∗ = arg min J(ur , ur + δr∗ ), i ∈ S1 .
r∈Pi

If the first significant CG (denoted as CGh ) is MSBHactive, CGh is updated first according to rh∗ . After that, the
additional sign bit signa we intend to hide in our ASBH is
decided by the second non-zero coefficient in CGh if h ∈
{S1 ∪ S2 }, or the first non-zero coefficient if h ∈ S3 . Let

(3)

During this checking process, we can find a best even position
e∗i that gives the minimal adjustment cost among all coefficients at even positions. Similarly, the best odd position d∗i is
attainable.

∑
r=0

|ur | + mod(

∑

|δr∗i∗ |(ri∗ + 1), 2).

(4)

i∈S1

The value of mod(W, 2) indicates the parity of the sum of
the TB even array if all CGs in set S1 are updated according
to their ri∗ . Therefore, if signa = mod(W, 2), both MSBH
and ASBH are satisfied after the adjustments according to ri∗ ,
i ∈ S1 . No additional effort for ASBH is needed.
If signa ̸= mod(W, 2), every significant CG will try to
provide some solutions. An exception is for CGh if h ∈ S1 .
Finally, the solution with the minimal additional RD cost will
be selected as the best solution. Let’s denote the first sign
bit in the ith CGi as sign1i before adjustment and as sign1′i
after adjustment; similarly, we have sign2i and sign2′i for the
second sign bit. The solutions of the CG in different sets are
illustrated in several scenarios in the following.
Consider a CGi in set S1 , i ̸= h. there are two scenarios.
• Scenario 1: CGi adjusts its d∗i or e∗i instead of its ri∗ .
After the adjustment, CGi turns to be MSBH-silent.
sign1i = sign1′i is required.
• Scenario 2: CGi adjusts one coefficient at an even position. After the adjustment, CGi turns to be MSBHinvalid. sign1i = sign1′i is not required.
For CGi in set S1 , note that the scenario 2 does not always
exist. In scenario 2, the only two possible candidate even
positions should be at the position of the first non zero coefficient and the position of the last non zero coefficient.
Consider a CGi in set S2. There are three scenarios.
• Scenario 1: CGi adjusts two coefficients at both even
and odd positions at the same time, so that CGi remains
to be MSBH-silent. sign1i = sign1′i is required. If
i = h, sign2i = sign2′i is required.
• Scenario 2: CGi adjusts one coefficient at an even position. After the adjustment, CGi turns to be MSBHinvalid. sign1i = sign1′i is not required. If i = h,
sign1′i = sign2i is required.
• Scenario 3: If the first coefficient in CGi is zero, CGi
adjusts one zero coefficient at an even position before
the first non-zero coefficient, so that the MSBH-silent
situation remains. But sign1′i ̸= sign1i is required. If
i = h, sign1 = sign2i = sign2′i is required.
For CGi in set S2, if the combination of e∗i and d∗i does not
fit in scenario 1, other combinations are tried in the order of
small to large additional RD cost until scenario 1 is satisfied.
Consider a CGi in set S3. there are two scenarios.
• Scenario 1: CGi adjusts one coefficient at an even position and remains to be MSBH-invalid. If i = h,
sign1′i = sign1i is required.

• Scenario 2: CGi adjusts one coefficient at an even position. After the adjustment,
∑16i+15 CGi turns to be MSBHsilent. sign1′i = [( r=16i ur ) + 1]%2 is required. If
i = h, sign2′i = sign1i is required.
For CGi in set S3, note that either scenario 1 or scenario 2
does not always exist.
We define E1i as the minimal additional cost that CGi
pays when CGi uses its scenario 1 solution to cater the coordination between ASBH and MSBH. Similarly, E2i and
E3i are defined for the minimal additional cost of scenario
2 and 3 of CGi . The additional cost for an adjustment is
calculated according to Eqn.1, except the feasible position
r should be under the sign constraints of the corresponding scenarios. For CGs in subset S1 and S3 , E3i = +∞
since there is no scenario 3 for them. For any scenario
with no feasible solution in a CG, the corresponding additional cost for that scenario is then set to +∞. Note that,
for CGi in subset S1 , the additional cost of scenario 1 is
E1i = |J(ue∗i , ue∗i + δe∗∗i ) − J(ud∗i , ud∗i + δd∗∗ )|. This is bei
cause a MSBH-active CG requires one coefficient change by
the MSBH-active nature. In the contrast, for CGs in set S2 ,
the additional RD cost should be the summation of the additional RD cost of both even and odd coefficients.
Finally, the to-be-adjusted CG is decided by comparing
the additional costs of all considered CGs as

In this paper, an additional sign bit hiding (ASBH) technique
for H.265/HEVC is proposed. With the coordination to the
existing MSBH in H.265/HEVC, our proposed scheme further exploits the potential of hiding information in TB coefficients by separating the coefficients into different levels, thus
the conflicts between different hiding techniques in the quantized coefficients can be coordinated. Simulation results show
that our proposed ASBH gains over H.265/HEVC averagely
by -0.14%, -0.27%, -0.29% for Y, U and V respectively.

i∗ = arg min{E1i , E2i , E3i }
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i∈A
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An adjustment in CGi∗ is used upon which scenario provides
the minimal addition cost for that CG. The set A includes all
the considered CGs during this adjustment selection process.
For CGs with i ∈ S1 and i ̸= i∗ , the CG just adjusts its
coefficient at position ri∗ by δr∗i∗ . After all these modifications,
both the MSBH and ASBH are satisfied. There will be no
conflicts or mismatch between the encoder and the decoder.
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T2 in our proposed ASBH is set to 3 empirically. Table 1
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Table 1. Simulation results under Intra-Main configuration
All Intra HE
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Johnny 720P
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Average
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